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Abstract

In this note, we consider a real life cryptographic problem: how to convince people that you
know where Waldo is without revealing information about his location. We propose and discuss
methods of solving this problem.

1 Introduction
\Where's Waldo?" is a puzzle book where each page contains a very detailed picture with many
di erent characters (see [9] for \Where's Waldo?" on the WEB). The goal is to nd Waldo, a
prede ned character (and a rather colorful fellow one might add). As the following true story will
reveal, in these pictures also lies an interesting cryptographic problem.
Our story involves two of this note's authors. For the sake of anonymity and following a long
cryptographic tradition (started in [8] according to [2]) we shall call them Alice and Bob. One
day, while Alice and Bob were playing \Where's Waldo?", Alice suddenly claimed: \I know where
Waldo is!". Bob responded with a baing riddle: \Alice, do you know what a liar is?". Worried
about her reputation (both as an honest person and as a quali ed cryptographer), Alice wondered:
\How can I prove to Bob that I know where Waldo is without revealing his location?".
The goal of this note is to o er solutions to the problem Alice was facing. While there are
general solutions that allow Alice's computer to prove to Bob's computer a large class of statements
without revealing any additional information (see Goldreich [5] for an accessible description of zeroknowledge interactive protocols), these solutions are highly irrelevant in our case. First, for such
solutions to be interesting and feasible, nding Waldo should be hard for a computer whereas
verifying that he is at a claimed location (with assistance) should be easy. This does not seem
to be the case. Moreover, we would like the solution to be carried out between Alice and Bob
themselves. We do not want to require them to possess sophisticated capabilities (such as being
quali ed programmers) or to have access to special devices including computers. (See [1] and [3]
for examples of di erent cryptographic problems where non-computerized solutions are discussed.)
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To conclude, we are looking for a simple solution that does not require complicated computations
or non-trivial prior knowledge from the parties and is low-tech in terms of the required resources.

2 Solutions
We now describe two solutions to Alice's problem and discuss their advantage and shortcomings.
We note that these are not the only possible solutions. For example, Pinkas and Stopler [7] have
suggested solutions that apply to \Where's Waldo?" as well as a large variety of other puzzles.
However, their solutions require (o -line) assistance from the manufacturer of the puzzles. The
reader is encouraged to come up with additional solutions.

2.1 A Mid-Tech Solution

Let us rst slightly violate our low-tech requirement by assuming that Alice and Bob have access
to a photocopy machine. In this case, Alice and Bob can perform a very simple protocol: they
photocopy the speci c \Where's Waldo?" puzzle in question. Alice now cuts out Waldo's image
from that copy while Bob is not looking and then shows Bob the image (after hiding or destroying
the leftovers). Her ability to do so is certainly a proof that she knows where Waldo is. On the other
hand Bob learns nothing (or almost nothing) from the piece he sees (since he is already familiar
with Waldo's image).
The obvious disadvantage of this solution (apart from requiring a photocopy machine) is the
danger that Alice will cheat by hiding an additional image of Waldo (taken from a di erent picture)
and showing this image (instead of the one in the original picture) to Bob. One way to combat
this danger is to require Alice to enter an empty room with nothing on her apart from the picture,
scissors, and a match-box. The version for paranoids is to also require a full cavity search. However,
it turns out that there is a less invasive method to mend this solution, by using interaction: after
photocopying the picture, Bob prints a random pattern on its back. Now Alice will be required to
show (within a reasonably short time limit) Waldo's image with that speci c pattern on its back
(a pattern she could not have guessed in advance). Alice should make sure the pattern is regular,
so as not to reveal information about the location. An alternative \non-destructive" solution is
described below.

2.2 A Low-Tech Solution

The solution described here can be carried out with very simple accessories. Alice and Bob need
a large piece of cardboard (at least twice as large as the picture in each dimension) with a small
rectangle cut in the middle. In addition, they need paper clips to x the correct page in the book.
To show that she knows where Waldo is, Alice puts the rectangle on top of Waldo while Bob is
not looking (to actually execute it Alice should place her nger on Waldo while navigating the
cardboard). Bob sees Waldo and at worse learns something about Waldo's immediate surroundings
(see Figure 1 for an illustration of Bob's view). However, since the cardboard is large enough to
cover the picture (no matter where Waldo is), he learns nothing else about the location of Waldo.
Before Bob is completely satis ed Alice must also demonstrate that she has the correct Waldo
picture (and hasn't ipped a page). Therefore she should pull the book beneath the cardboard in
front of Bob's eyes. This last step should be done with care, so as not reveal information about
the place from which she is pulling the book. (At the very least the hole in the cardboard should
be covered while the book is pulled out.)
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Figure 1: Bob's View

3 Conclusions
We nd it interesting that one can demonstrate possession of knowledge without revealing it in a
simple \everyday" scenario1 and without resorting to high technology. Have we learned anything
from this? Unlike Fellows and Koblitz [4], we do not claim that this applied kid cryptographic
process is particularly educational. It was however very enjoyable to Alice and Bob (and to Carol
as well).
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